Reorganization of sensorimotor gating after peripheral facial palsy starts at brainstem.
Background and objective We aimed to analyze the alterations in sensorimotor gating at brainstem after peripheral facial palsy (PFP). To examine sensorimotor gating, we used prepulse modulation (PPM) of blink reflex (BR). We also recorded BR recovery to identify excitability changes in the facial nucleus. Patients and method We included 33 patients and 39 recordings. Control group was composed of 16 healthy subjects. Simultaneous bilateral baseline BR, BR recovery at ISI of 300-ms and BR-PPM at ISI of 100-ms recordings were performed after stimulation of trigeminal nerve on right sides of healthy subjects and on both sides of patients. Severity of PFP and time lapse from the onset was noted. Results Mean R1 amplitude was increased, whereas mean R2 and R2c magnitude were reduced in all groups after prepulse stimulation. However, multivariate ANOVA showed significance at group level (patients and healthy subjects), at prepulse level (no prepulse and 100-ms prepulse) and group and prepulse level. Suppression of R2 or R2c was lower on both sides of patients compared to healthy subjects and the deficit first started on the symptomatic side. Conclusion Suppression of R2 and R2c after prepulse stimulation is reduced in PFP suggesting decreased filtering of facial sensory input at brainstem level. Trigeminal sensitization at brainstem develops early after PFP.